
Our growing company is hiring for a platform development. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for platform development

Develop strategic alliances with key partners to prove out Spark and establish
beach heads for developing broader eco-system of partners
Take the lead on pre-sales opportunity assessment for Product Designers
(including brands) and online retailers
Engage in industry outreach to evangelize Spark and continues networking
with the broad range of partners in the industry (various events, conferences)
Partner sourcing and evaluation and working with the product teams on
assessment criteria
Work with field marketing on "sales" materials, flying solo without product or
development backup and circling back with qualitative and quantitative
feedback
Partner "negotiations" and working with Legal and product teams to
establish the partnerships
Mastery of SQL or mySQL and ability to architect, create and maintain a
robust database, combining multiple data sources
Lead a team of software developers creating cutting edge business solutions
across multiple technologies and platforms including Google ProtocolBuffers,
RabbitMQ, ElasticSearch, and Couchbase in .NET C# 4.6
Establish and manage team objectives that align with departmental and
corporate game plans
Manage architectural alignment, consistency and vision across business
systems and projects
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Experience in C, Linux, RTOS, multi-threaded development environment
Basic understanding of new technologies like Openstack, SDN
3-5 years of experience in Financial Services desired
5-10 years experience leading a 5-15 person software development team
doing systems programming delivered into SaaS /cloud runtime
environments, and comprised of API-connected software components
Experience with complex system (including performance and security) design
and implementation, successfully developing/delivering multiple software
products on-time with quality, within budget
Demonstrated strong technical skills/knowledge/experience and solid
understanding of the software development lifecycle and project
management methodologies/tools


